
  
  

    
  
  

Niles-Centerville   Little   League   (NCLL)   COVID-19   Safety   Protocols     
and   

  Player   and   Parent   Awareness   Verification   

1.    The   Safety   Officer   will   be   the   point   of   contact   for   the   implementation   of   the    NCLL   COVID-19   
Safety   Plan    and   these   safety   protocols.   Safety   for   all   depends   on   the   commitment   of   all   NCLL   
participants   to   comply   with   these   safety   protocols.     

2.    All   players   and   their   families   must   review   and   comply   with   the   NCLL   COVID-19   Safety   
Protocols.   Players   are   expected   to   follow   the   guidance   of   all   adult   volunteers   when   it   comes   to   
following   these   safety   protocols.    A   written   acknowledgement   of   these   protocols   along   with   the   
NCLL   COVID-19   Liability   Waiver   acknowledging   the   risks   associated   with   participation   will   be   
required   for   each   player   and   need   to   be   returned   to   the   Safety   Officer.     

3.   All   volunteers   must   comply   with   all   NCLL   COVID-19   Safety   Protocols   and   some   volunteers,   
depending   on   their   role,   will   be   required   to   complete   a   COVID-19   Safety   Training.   A   written   
acknowledgement   of   these   protocols   along   with   the   NCLL   COVID-19   Liability   Waiver   
acknowledging   the   risks   associated   with   participation   will   be   required   for   each   NCLL   volunteer   
and   need   to   be   returned   to   the   Safety   Officer.     
  

4.   A   breach   in   the   NCLL   COVID-10   Safety   Protocols   will   lead   to   a   halt   in   NCLL   activities   to   
protect   the   safety   of   its   participants.   If   participants   repeatedly   do   not   comply   with   safety   
measures,   the   Board   of   Directors   will   determine   next   steps,   which   can   include   asking   the   
player,   family,   and/or   volunteer   to   rejoin   the   league   at   a   future   time   (eg,   when   COVID-19   safety   
measures   are   not   required   or   can   be   complied   with).   

5.   NCLL   will   notify   players,   their   families,   and   volunteers   of   any   changes   to   the   NCLL   
COVID-19   Safety   Protocols.   These   protocols   will   be   provided   to   every   member   of   the   league   
prior   to   participation   and   will   be   posted   on   our   website   ncll.us.   Questions   or   concerns   about   
these   protocols   can   be   directed   to   the   Safety   Officer   at:   ncllsafety@gmail.com.   

6.   All   players   and   volunteers   are   to   complete   and   pass   a   health   check   on   the   day   of   and   prior   to   
participating   in   an   NCLL   activity.   Health   checks   for   players   and   volunteers   should   be   completed   
through   TeamSnap   and   also   consist   of   a   visual   check   upon   arrival..   Spectators   are   to   perform   a   
self-conducted   health   assessment   prior   to   attending   games   and   should   not   be   present   at   NCLL   
if   they   are   sick;   need   to   quarantine   due   to   a   recent   exposure   to   COVID19;   or   need   to   isolate   
due   to   a   positive   COVID-19   test   or   diagnosis.     

7.   Any   individual   who   does   not   pass   the   health   check   (eg,   answers   yes   to   any   COVID-19   
screening   question   and/or   appears   sick)   must   stay   home   or   will   be   sent   home   and   cannot   
participate   in   any   NCLL   activity   until   medically   cleared   by   a   healthcare   provider.     

8.    A   written   medical   clearance   from   a   health   care   provider   is   required   if   a   participant   fails   to   
pass   the   health   check,   has   been   sick   with   symptoms   of   COVID-19,   has   been   exposed   to   
someone   with   COVID-19   symptoms   or   a   confirmed   case,   and/or   has   tested   positive   for   
COVID-19.   This   clearance   must   be   provided   to   the   player’s   manager   and   the   NCLL   Safety   
Officer   prior   to   resuming   any   NCLL   activity.     
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9.    Players   must   have   a   face   covering   on   (with   ear   loops   over   the   ears   and   gaiters   around   the   
neck)   at   all   times   when   they   are   present   at   NCLL.    When   on   the   field   actively   engaged   in   
practice   or   in   a   game,   they   are   not   required   to   wear   the   face   covering   over   their   nose   and   
mouth.   The   face   covering   must   be   pulled   over   the   nose   and   mouth   when   they   are   off   the   
playing   field,   such   as   in   the   dugouts,   bleachers,   waiting   near   the   batting   cages,   and   walking   to   
and   from   the   batting   cages/dugouts/parking   lots.    Families   can   choose   to   have   their   players   
continue   to   wear   masks   at   all   times   when   at   the   fields   and   should   not   feel   pressured   or   bullied   
to   do   so.   Players   are   to   supply   their   own   masks   from   home.   

10.    Players   must   wash   their   hands   when   coming   on   and   off   the   field,   after   practice   sessions,   
before   taking   a   break   and   handling   their   personal   items   (eg,   water   bottles),   and   if   they     have   
coughed/sneezed   into   their   hands.   Players   are   to   supply   their   own   hand   sanitizer   from   home.   
Players   are   not   allowed   to   wear   medical   gloves   during   play.      

11.   Players   are   to   maintain   6   feet   of   social   distance   at   all   times,   when   possible.     

12.   Players   must   bring   their   own   water   bottle,   helmet,   glove,   batting   gloves,   or   any   other   
personal   equipment.   No   such   equipment   may   be   used   by   multiple   players.     

13.   Managers   and   coaches   must   have   a   face   covering   on   (with   ear   loops   over   the   ears   and   
gaiters   around   the   neck)   at   all   times   when   they   are   present   at   NCLL.   When   on   the   field   actively   
engaged   in   practice   or   a   game,   they   are   not   required   to   wear   the   face   covering   their   nose   and   
mouth.   The   face   covering   must   be   pulled   over   the   nose   and   mouth   when   they   have   face   to   face   
interaction   with   players,   such   as   visits   to   the   pitchers   or   defensive   players   in   a   game   or   in   
practice   coaching   or   discussions,   attending   to   an   injured   player,   and   when   they   are   on   the   
sidelines,   including   the   dugout.    Some   coaches   may   elect   to   disclose   their   vaccination   status   to   
their   team’s   players   and   families   for   reassurance.   Some   coaches   will   continue   to   wear   masks   
on   the   field   for   various   reasons,   including   personal   choice.     

14.   All   other   adult   volunteers   who   are   off   the   field   of   play   and   on   the   sidelines   (eg,   Team   Safety   
Monitors,   Scorekeepers,   Announcers,   etc)   must   continue   to   wear   a   face   covering   at   all   times.     

15.   All   other   team   volunteers,   including   Team   Safety   Monitors   will   enforce   COVID-19   related   
safety   measures   for   the   team     including   health   checks,   social   distancing,   mask   wearing,   proper   
hand   sanitization     before   and   after   field   entry,   no   sharing   of   personal   equipment,   proper   
cleaning/disinfecting,   and   proper   entry   and   exit   from   fields.    

16.   Only   NCLL   recognized   teams   of   the   same   consistent   group   of   NCLL   registered   players   may   
have   access   to   fields   and     equipment.   No   extra   players,   siblings,   “call   ups”   or   rotational   players   
can   practice   with   a     team   to   which   they   are   not   assigned   at   any   time.    Cohort   size   limits   will   be   
based   on   local   public   health   guidance.     

17.   All   field   and   batting   cage   times   are   assigned   by   NCLL.   Teams   can   only   use   practice   
facilities   during   their   scheduled   time.   There   are   no   open   times.   All   use   is   scheduled     specifically   
by   team   and   no   practices   without   prior   NCLL   approval   are   allowed.   Practice     times   will   be   
staggered.     
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18.   Activity   or   gatherings   of   any   kind   before   or     after   practice   or   “extra”   practice   times   are   
prohibited.   There   is   no   loitering   at   the   field     before   or   after   practice.   The   team   manager   should   
arrive   early   to   assure   that   all     protocols   are   followed   and   should   not   leave   until   all   players   have   
been   picked   up.     

19.    Spectators   watching   games   on   the   Minor,   Major   and   Junior   fields   are   to   view   games   outside   
of   the   “Player   Only”   boundaries.    

20.   Carpools   are   not   permitted   other   than   by   members   of   the   same   family   living   in   the   same   
household.   All   players   must   arrive   by   parent   or   guardian.     

21.   Players   must   remain   6   feet   apart,   including   in   dugouts   and   bleachers.   Dugouts   may   not     be   
used   by   entire   teams.   If   teams   desire   to   have   players   sit,   players   will   be   instructed   to   sit   on   the   
bleachers   at   designated   spots   6   feet   apart   or   bring   their   own   chairs,   which   should   be   spread   
out   behind   dugouts,   outside   of   the     fence,   a   minimum   of   6   feet   apart.     

22.   Equipment   will   not   be   stored   in   dugouts.   Each   player   should   have   their   equipment   in     their   
own   bag.   For   practices,   each   player’s   equipment   bag   should   be   placed   within   the     player’s   
designated   spot,   at   least   6   feet   apart,   from   the   next   player’s     equipment/spot.   

23.   Base b alls   or   other   objects   or   equipment   can   be   touched   by   multiple   players   during   practice   and   
play   if   hand   hygiene   practices   are   followed .    Hand   hygiene   practices   include   washing   hands   with   
soap   and   water   or   use   of   an   alcohol-based   hand   sanitizer)   before   play,   during   breaks,   and   after   
the   conclusion   of   the   activity.     

24.    Catchers   will   not   be   used   at   the   Tball   level.   For   Minor   B   and   above,   teams   will   be   provided   
with   multiple   sets   of   catcher’s   helmets   with   face   masks,   if   needed.    Each   catcher’s   helmet   with   
a   face   mask   is   to   be   used   by   only   one   player   per   day   and   must   be   cleaned   and   disinfected   prior   
to   the   next   day’s   use.    Chest   and   knee   protectors   can   be   used   by   multiple   players   as   long   as   
the   surfaces   are   cleaned   and   disinfected   between   use.   Catcher’s   gloves   can   be   used   by   
multiple   players   as   long   as   hand   hygiene   is   performed   before   and   after   use.     

25.   If   equipment   needs   to   be   shared,   such   as   bats,   surfaces   are   to   be   cleaned   after   and   before   
use   by   a   new   player.   Equipment   cleaning   and   disinfection   are   to   be   performed   by   an   adult   
volunteer.   NCLL   can   loan   out   helmets   for   single   player   use   only   during   the     season.     

26.   Batting   cages:   Players   are   not   allowed   to   gather   or   huddle   around   batting   cages.   Only     one   
player   is   allowed   in   the   batting   cage   at   any   time   and   only   one   player   is   allowed   to     wait   by   the   
batting   cage   door.   All   other   players   need   to   be   elsewhere   on   the   field,   at   least     6   feet   apart.   
Players   should   avoid   touching   batting   cage   surfaces   when   possible.     

27.   Managers   will   have   hand   sanitizer,   gloves,   disinfectant   wipes,   and   extra   masks   available   for   
each   practice.   These   supplies   will   be   provided   to     managers   by   NCLL   as   available.   If   a   player   
repeatedly   forgets   to   bring   a   mask   to   wear     and/or   hand   sanitizer,   the   Manager   needs   to   notify   
the   NCLL   Safety   Officer.   The   parent     will   be   notified   that   it   is   the   family’s   responsibility   to   supply   
a   mask   and   hand   sanitizer   for     their   child.     

28.   Players   need   to   practice   respiratory   etiquette   (cough   or   sneeze   into   tissue,   sleeve,   or   
elbow)     

29.   No   spitting   is   allowed.     

30.   No   food,   gum,   or   sunflower   seeds   will   be   allowed   at   practice.   
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31.   Players   cannot   share   drinks.     

32.   No   handshakes,   high   fives,   fist/elbow/chest   bumps,   hugging,   group   celebrations,   or     contact   
of   any   kind   is   allowed   at   any   time.     

33.   The   coaching   staff   will   use   appropriate   personal   protective   equipment   (eg,   gloves)   and   use   
appropriate   cleaning     supplies/disinfectants   to   clean   equipment   after   use.     

34.   There   will   be   no   use   of   the   Snack   Shack   at   this   time.    

35.   Non-baseball   gatherings   at   the   fields   are   strictly   prohibited.    Teams   may   arrange   for   
pre-packaged   snacks   to   be   distributed   to   players   on   game   days   and   are   to   be   enjoyed   at   home.   

36.   NCLL   will   maintain   a   daily   log   of   the   players   and   volunteers   in   attendance   at   all   NCLL   
activities   This   log   will   be   used   to   facilitate   contact   tracing   in   the   event   NCLL   has   a   COVID-19   
case.     

37.    NCLL   participants   need   to   notify   the   Safety   Officer   if   they   become   sick   with   symptoms   of   
COVID-19;   become   aware   of   exposure   to   someone   with   COVID-19   symptoms   or   a     confirmed   
or   suspected   case;   or   test   positive   for   COVID-19   after   attending   an   NCLL     activity.    Medical   
documentation   confirming   the   COVID-19   case   will   need   to   be   turned   into   the   NCLL   Safety   
Officer   to   assist   with   reporting   to   the   Alameda   County   Public   Health   Department   and   facilitate   
contact   tracing.     

38.    In   the   event   of   an   exposure   or   outbreak   of   COVID-19   at   NCLL,   the   Safety   Officer   will   
coordinate   with   and   provide   pertinent   information   of   NCLL   participants   to   local   health   officials   
for   the   purposes   of   contact   tracing.     The   Safety   Officer   will   immediately   notify   the   District   14   
Administrator   and   Safety   Officer,   the   NCLL   Board   of   Directors,   relevant   volunteers,   and   player   
families   while   maintaining   confidentiality   in   accordance   with   the   American   Disabilities   Act   and   
other   applicable   laws   and   regulations.     

39.   Participation   in   NCLL   practice   activities   at   this   time   is   intended   to   provide   a   safe,   socially   
distant   physical   fitness   activity   for   players,   allowing   parents   to   focus   on   working   at   home,   
providing   essential   services,   or   contributing   to   an   essential   business   or   activity.     

I   have   reviewed   the   NCLL   COVID-19   Safety   Protocols   and   the   above   safety   measures   
with   my   child(ren).   We   understand   that   the   purpose   of   these   Safety   Protocols   is   to   foster   
a   safe   environment   for   us   and   the   entire   NCLL   community.   We   understand   that   these   
Safety   Protocols   may   change   in   accordance   with   new   guidance   and   public   health   orders   
and   that   we   will   be   notified   of   additional   protocols   or   changes   by   the   Safety   Officer.     

By   signing   below,   my   child(ren)   and   I   agree   to   abide   by   the   NCLL   COVID-19   Safety   
Protocols.     

_____________________________ ____________________________   

Parent/Guardian   Name   (print) Player   Name   

_____________________________ _______________________________   

   Parent/Guardian   Signature Player   Signature   

  ________________________________ _______________________________   

   Date Date   
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